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ABSTRACT

Current CAD systems only support interactive geometry generation, which is not ideal for distributed engineering services in enterprise-to-enterprise collaboration with a generic thin-client service-oriented architecture. This chapter presents a new feature-based modeling mechanism, document-driven design, to enable batch mode geometry construction for distributed CAD systems. A semantic feature model is developed to represent informative and communicative design intent. Feature semantics is explicitly captured as trinary relation, which provides good extensibility and prevents semantics loss. Data interoperability between domains is enhanced by schema mapping and multi-resolution semantics. This mechanism aims to enable asynchronous communication in distributed CAD environments with ease of design alternative evaluation and reuse, and improved system throughput and utilization.

INTRODUCTION

With the recent occurrence of outsourcing, collaborative product development among designers, manufacturers, suppliers, vendors, and other stakeholders is one of the keys for manufacturers to improve product quality, reduce cost, and shorten time-to-market in today’s global competition. Collaborative design is the new design process where multidisciplinary stakeholders participate in design decision-making and share product information across enterprise boundaries in an Internet-enabled distributed environment.

Different from traditional standalone CAD systems, interaction between users and systems in collaborative design is a new challenge. Usually software systems may run in two modes: interactive mode, in which commands are entered and executed one at a time; and batch mode, in which commands are listed in a batch file sequentially and execution of the batch file finishes all commands
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automatically without user interaction. The issue of batch mode geometry generation for distributed CAD is discussed in this chapter. Current CAD systems only support interactive geometry generation. CAD users create geometric model by defining features step by step. These CAD systems can become fat clients in a distributed CAD environment in which clients perform the bulk of data processing operations locally. However, in a simple Web-based environment, thin-client CAD tools mainly with visualization functions cannot perform complex editing tasks locally. The majority of data processing requests are sent to the server. Synchronous communication will become the bottleneck of the overall system performance. Thus, synchronous and interactive model generation is not ideal for a distributed CAD system in which thin-client infrastructure is used in regular enterprise-to-enterprise collaboration.

Intense human involvement is a challenge to automate the geometry creation process. Usually as the first step of design implementation, geometry creation heavily depends on engineers’ skills using CAD tools. In contrast, some other design processes, such as data translation, mesh model generation, finite element analysis and simulation, and process planning, can be done in batch mode with little human intervention. Batch mode processing can increase throughput of tools and reduce the cost of service providers. It also reduces human errors and enables better design data management and knowledge reuse.

Automation of the geometry creation process will enable the geometric modeling process to be easily incorporated in a distributed CAD environment such that the work load of the client and communication channel can be both reduced. It will enable an integrated automation loop of CAD, CAE, and optimization in the design alternative evaluation. In this chapter, we propose a new geometry generation mechanism, document-driven design, for batch mode feature-based geometric modeling considering ease of communication and reuse. Document-driven design (DDD) is the design process in which the model is high level and informational. Documents give specifications and instructions for model generation. In traditional model-driven design (MDD), the model is low level and normative. Model generation and evaluation are tightly coupled so that the modeling process has to be in an interactive mode. In the proposed DDD mechanism, the textual document is the only format of user input, and communication is based on the document. Document-driven process flow can simplify engineering design and analysis processes, thus accelerating design cycles. Furthermore, the semantics of features is not captured actively and maintained in existing modeling process. Interoperable feature model exchange and sharing still cannot be achieved with good scalability with existing one-to-one mapping methods. A semantic feature model is developed for the DDD mechanism in order to capture complete requirement information and geometry specification in the document with hierarchical native engineering semantics embedding.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we give an overview of related work on form feature representation and collaborative geometric modeling. Then, we present a semantic feature modeling scheme that allows batch mode geometry construction. Next, we demonstrate how to apply the document-driven design mechanism based on semantic feature model in collaborative design.

BACKGROUND

Form Feature Representation

There are plenty of research efforts on form feature representation (Salomons, 1993; Shah & Mäntylä, 1995; Pratt & Anderson, 2001). In ASU Features Testbed Modeler (Shah & Rogers, 1988a, 1988b; Shah, 1990), features are defined in terms of parameters and rules about geometric shape. Interaction between features includes spatial